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1925 Franklin 11A Babcock bodied coupe  
(A project I'm calling 'The Phoenix') 

By MMOCC Member Steve Hall 
 
On August 10, 2022 I purchased what is going to be my most 
ambitious auto restoration project to date.   It's a 1925 
Franklin 11A Babcock bodied coupe that I purchased from 
club member Wes Scott who purchased it from the Estate of 
Jim Bray in Kansas along with his 1931 153 Dietrich bodied 
speedster (aka the ' Lindbergh' Franklin).   

The car is completely disassembled with many parts in 30+ 
boxes and numerous larger parts, wheels, tires, steering 
assemblies, cowls, fenders, full elliptical leaf springs, multiple 
crankshafts, camshafts, wood sills, headlamps and more!  Wes 
and Jack Boswell helped move all the parts to my place in one 
trip one weekend using Wes's F150, car hauler, My Chevy 
Silverado, and Jack's Ford F250.  I told Wes after we unloaded 
it all if I knew there was that much stuff I might have decided 

against going through with this deal! 

I call this a restoration project but in reality, it will likely be an 
endeavor that gets the vehicle driving again with a certain 
amount of patina.  My goal is to get a rolling chassis by 2025, 
which might be a bit ambitious since I need to remake one or 
both of the wood sill frames that support the engine, body and 
suspension.  Franklins of this era used two three ply laminated 
second growth ash sills that are about 12 feet long.  One of the 
sills has a rotted section that may not be salvageable. I may 
need to use oak or hard maple to remake the sills since ash is 
difficult to obtain these days. 

My first effort on this project was to disassemble one of the 
engines from the lot that was complete thinking that this 
would be one of the easier places to start.  Franklin used a 

Caption: 1925 Franklin 11A, Babcock Bodied Coupe (pictures circa 1979 
before it was disassembled) 

Caption: Wes Scott, left, and Steve Hall, right, unloading a full elliptic 
leaf spring. Wes: "I'm glad to have space in my shed back."  Steve: "if I 
knew there was this much stuff I might have reconsidered the 
purchase!"  Wes: "Trust me, you are going to need it all.  Sell what you 
don't use after" 



25.3 horse power 6 cylinder air cooled engine with 3-1/4" bore and 
4" stroke.  Crankshaft main and rod journals are 2" diameter.  At 
first I thought I might be able to free the engine cylinders by soaking 
liberally in penetrating fluid.  That proved fruitless so I decided to 
start taking the cylinders off one-by-one to see which was hanging 
things up from rotating.  Franklin cylinders of this model are made 
of one casting (a true 'jug' 
no separate cylinder head 
which has advantages and 
disadvantages). The major 
advantage is no possibility 
of 'head gasket' leaks.  The 
major disadvantage is if the 
piston is stuck you have to 

leave the rod on the crank to give you leverage to pull the cylinder up & down to 
free the piston from the cylinder since there is no easy way to access the piston 
from the top side.  Well… six cylinders later I discovered that not only were the 

cylinder/piston assemblies pretty 
much stuck, the crank was still 
stuck.  I removed the oil pan and 
began to free the connecting rods 
one-by-one.  Each rod was fairly 
snugly adhering to its respective crankshaft  journals.  I was able to get 5 
rods out without damaging the babbitt bearings on most, but one babbitt 
bearing did break on the bearing cap side.  Franklin used solid die cast 
babbitt insert bearings (no steel or bronze backing) for the connecting 
rods and the main bearings.  More on the babbitt  bearings shortly… 

After the rods were out I 
started taking off the main 

bearing caps and discovered the reason for the stuck crank… rust from years 
of condensation cycles had slowly grown to penetrate into the babbitt 
bearing surfaces preventing any chance of movement.  Only slight pitting on 
the babbitt was evident though, so not so much of a problem.  The real 
problem was that three of the inner 5 main bearings (7 total) were cracked 
on the upper half shells due to a design flaw in the oiling system.  Franklins 
use an all aluminum crankcase that's cast in two halves.  The upper half 
holds the crank and camshaft and the lower half is a solid cast aluminum oil 
pan with an in tegral sump, oil pump and oil gallery distribution system to 
cooper distribution lines.  The main bearing caps are fastened by two long 
bolts that straddle the bearing cavities in the center of the crankshaft bore.  
The issue Franklin faced was the oil gallery could not be drilled directly on 
center to the bearing or it would interfere with the bolts that secure the lower main bearing caps, so Franklin drilled the 
oil gallery offset to the side of the bearing cradle bore.  Franklin designed a relief on the back side of the upper babbitt 
bearing  5/16" wide at 35 degrees diagonal to direct oil to the center of the bearing where there is an oil groove cut 

Caption: Various Franklin parts: Leaf springs, rear trunk, crank 
shaft, clutches, flywheels, two transmissions, rear fenders… 

Caption: Franklin Air Cooled Engine, one 
cylinder jug removed. 

Caption: Air Cooled Engine, all cylinder assemblies 
removed 

Caption: Center main bearing-solid babbitt (die cast). 
Note: Oil gallery relief 'cut/cast' diagonally on the back 
side to allow oil from the oil gallery supply in the 
crankcase at the edge of the bearing to the center of the 
bearing. 



concentrically around for the oil gallery that feeds oil to the connecting 
rod journals through a rifle bored port in the crankshaft between the main 
and rod journals.  Franklin cut the relief in the upper main bearing long 
enough so that during assembly a person could not install the bearing 
inserts backward and block the oil supply.  This is good from an foolproof 
manufacturing assembly design perspective, but the long relief left only 
about 0.150'' of babbitt bearing  over most of the length of the bearing 
leaving the bearing 
susceptible to 
breakage over 
long term abuse 
from crankshaft 
vibrations.  I 

noticed in the Franklin drawing for the insert bearing in change 
"O", Franklin removed the relief on the back side of the bearing 
on November 30, 1928, presumably realizing the design flaw.  
The change incorporated a note indicating consult assembly 
instructions for repairs (presumably a note that instructed the 
service person to install the relief so the oil gallery hole lines up 
and is not installed backward and block the oil supply since the 
design change would mean the bearing can only be installed one 
way and work correctly!) 

Now that I realized the crank had to come out, it was time to start working 
on removing the clutch from the flywheel which is necessary to obtain 
access to the bolts that hold the flywheel on the crankshaft. The flywheel 
has to be removed to access the bolts that fasten the rear main aluminum 
labyrinth style oil seal halve castings to the bock.  Franklin used a Brown-Lipe 
'pull' release type clutch design where the pressure plate assembly slides 
into the cast flywheel housing.  There are four precision hard cast steel 
centralizers that hold the pressure plate assembly true in the housing.  The 
problem was… you guessed it… the four centralizer blocks were rusted to 
the flywheel housing and they are not accessible when assembled.  Again, 
using the tried and true 
penetrating oil 

applications and heat I was able to free the pressure plate assembly 
but sacrificed a spring that holds the steel pressure plate friction disk 
retracted when the clutch is released.  With the pressure plate 
assembly out, I could access the pressure plate friction ring and 
centralizers.  With a little heat  (Wes's rosebud torch) and Wes's vice 
grip slide hammer tool I was able to slowly and carefully pull, little-by-
little, each of the four centralizers with the puller symmetrically 
moving the puller to each of the centralizers until the assembly pulled 
out.  Nothing broke which was good since where can you find 
parts?!? 

Caption: Main bearings.  Note damage to upper babbitt 
bearing shells due to the weakness of the oil gallery 
relief. 

Caption: Upper crankcase main bearing cradle.  Note offset oil gallery 
port and oil staining behind where the bearing oil passage relief is 
cast in the bearing shell. 

Caption: Clutch thrust ring in flywheel housing- Note 
the four centralizers rusted to the flywheel housing 
and broken release spring.  

Caption: Pulling thrust ring out of flywheel housing. 



Now the crank was out it was time to work on the camshaft 
which, you guessed it, was stuck.  Thinking most of the 
problem was with the oil pump drive gear and shaft which is 
driven by helical gear on the camshaft.  I applied penetrating 
oil, employed back-and-fourth rocking and eventually freed 
things enough to get the oil pump gear and shaft out.  The 
camshaft still would not turn much so I decided to pull it and 
the bearings out.  The camshaft bearings are designed to 
come out with the camshaft which actually turns out to have 
been good in this case, since less damage to the camshaft 
bearings would occur in the typical situation where you pull 
a camshaft through a set of tapered bearing inserts.  I 
applied heat to the aluminum block casting around the 
aluminum cam bearings to expand the aluminum casting 
which made removal with a slide hammer much easier and 

no damage. 

So, the next step in the engine project is deciding between several options to address the main bearing situation.   

1. Find used babbitt bearing inserts that are still good, use those, polish the crank and reassemble.  
2. Grind the crank, pour babbitt main bearings in the block & caps, and then align bore to the crank size.  
3. Purchase custom made babbitt inserts, align bore to the crank size. 
4. Use the crank and block from latter 1926 engine that has poured main bearings and crankshaft that was ground 

0.015" undersize in the past. 
While I'm considering options, I have plenty left to do on other stages of this project.  The cylinders and pistons are 
probably usable as-is with honing, piston knurling and new rings.  The  pistons and cylinder bore on this engine were 
increased +0.015" over standard at some point in the past.   I will need to do valve work.  The exhaust guides are very 
worn out (valve guide to stem clearance end play is 0.035"! Should be about 0.005" for this air cooled application).              

I'm now working on inspecting the steering assembly, cleaning up the leaf springs, and will likely tackle the wood sills 
next.  I'll provide more updates as the project continues.  TO BE CONTINUED… 

* * * * * * * * * 

THESE PHOTOS UNRELATED TO THE FRANKLIN ARTICLE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Caption: Years of condensation cycles rusted the surface of all the main 
journals.  



 

 

 
 
 
        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming Events that MMOCC Plans to Attend 
A. Kenny Braun’s 88th Birthday Cruise In. 

 Wednesday, October 25 at 3pm to 4pm. 
 Kenny had a stroke and is undergoing therapy at JC Manor at 1720 Veith Dr JCMO. 
 Bring out your old car, chair, and drinks and celebrate his birthday. 
 Arrive by 3pm and park near the front and sides of the building.   Other Residents will 

visit and look at our cars.  Stay through 4pm. 
B. October MMOCC Meeting.   

 Thursday, October 26, 2023 at 4pm to 7:30pm. 
 3215 Zion Road / JCMO.  Main course provided.  Bring a side or dessert to share 

along with a chair and drink of your choice.. 
C. Brother Bob Folk Fall Colors Tour (BBFFCT). 

 Saturday, October 28 arriving as early as 10am at the church parking lot in Folk 
(Osage County), leaving at 11am. 

 Lunch at The Morelands on the Gasconade River, south of Vienna. 
 About two more hours after lunch, ending around Loose Creek. 



 Travel as long as you would like and cut out early, if needed. 
 Organized by Dennis and Laura Even.  Questions?  Contact Dennis at 573-455-2948 

or Laura at 573-291-6209. 
D. No November or December MMOCC Meeting.  
E. MMOCC Holiday Party. 

 Thursday, December 14, 2023 at 6pm. 
 American Legion off Tanner Bridge. 
 Meal provided by the Club. 
 Bring a rob-your-neighbor gift for your gender. 

F. 2024 New Year’s Day Garage Tour.  
 Monday, January 1, 2024.  
 Meal and Tours.  Details to follow. 
 Coordinated by Dennis Smith at 573-680-2505. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Mid-Mo Old Car Club, 
 
I would like to thank you very much for your generosity in 
awarding me one of the scholarships this year. I was very 
honored to receive it and am grateful for the assistance it 
will provide me in my education. I appreciate the time the 
committee spent in reading my application and considering 
me for this award. I am very proud to be a member of the 
MMOCC.  Thanks again! 
 
Sincerely, 
Charlie Miller 



  

Can you 
identify 
this 
location in 
JC? 

Eddie 
Tremain 
can! 



 

Officers: 
President Tim Petty 
Vice President Dennis Smith 
Secretary Lyle Rosburg 
Newsletter Editor / Creator – NEEDED. 
Treasurer Larry Rhea 
Historian Ron Bandelier 
2024 Car Show Chairs Tom and Karen Winters 
2025 Car Show Chair – NEEDED. 
Immediate Past President Lyle Rosburg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


